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ABSTRACT
An apparent late-time optical recovery of SN 1985L (Type II-L) in the Sb galaxy NGC 5033 is pre-
sented and discussed. An Ha emission point source is found within 1A of both SN 1985LÏs historically
reported position 70A west and 55A north of NGC 5033Ïs center and its late-time, radio-measured posi-
tion. This Ha source is not visible on V -band or narrow red continuum (7000 ^ 125 images, but isA )
detected using a 6510 Ðlter (FWHM\ 30 Its detection at 6510 can be attributed to blueshiftedA A ). A
Ha emission because of a broad (^5000 km s~1) Ha line proÐle like that seen in late-time Type II-L
spectra. The SN 1985L source has an estimated total Ha Ñux of (5 ^ 1)] 10~16 ergs cm~2 s~1, making
it, at a distance of 13 Mpc, about as luminous as the late-time Ha emission from SN 1970G. The pres-
ence of Ha emission from SN 1985L suggests that it has a spectrum similar to that of other comparably
aged Type II-L supernovae, and further helps establish a late-time radio-optical link for this subclass of
Type II events.
Key words : galaxies : individual (NGC 5033) È supernovae : general È
supernovae : individual (SN 1985L)
1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, only a handful of extragalactic Type II super-
novae (SNe II) have been followed optically for more than 2
years after outburst. A large fraction of these are of the Type
II-L subclass, meaning that they show both hydrogen emis-
sion lines in their outburst spectra and a light curve
exhibiting a linear magnitude decline from peak brightness
Ciatti, & Rosino At present, the list of(Barbon, 1979).
detected ““ old ÏÏ SN II-L objects consists of SN 1986E in
NGC 4302, SN 1980K in NGC 6946, SN 1979C in M100,
and SN 1970G in M101 Danziger, & Turatto(Cappellaro,
& Becker et al.1995 ; Fesen 1990 ; Leibundgut 1991 ;
& MatonickUomoto 1991 ; Fesen 1993 ; Fesen 1993 ; Fesen
& Matonick All late-time optical spectra of recovered1994).
SNe II-L show broad Ha emission (V ^ ^5000 km s~1)
along with strong [O I] jj6300, 6364 and [Ca II] jj7291,
7320 emission features et al.(Fesen 1993 ; Cappellaro 1995).
These same SNe II-L also show strong late-time radio
emission (Weiler et al. et al. The1986, 1989 ; Montes 1997).
presence of late-time 6 cm radio emission with a turn-on
delay at longer radio wavelengths matches predictions
made by ChevalierÏs minishell model (Chevalier 1982a,
In this model, both late-time radio and optical emis-1982b).
sions are generated via the interaction of the SN ejecta with
surrounding circumstellar mass-loss material (CSM), pre-
sumably lost in a high-velocity wind o† the progenitor prior
to the SN explosion. The observed late-time optical spec-
trum can also be reasonably well modeled assuming an
SN-CSM interaction and using realistic outer SN density
proÐles & Fransson(Chevalier 1994).
Late-time detections of supernovae can provide valuable
insights into the mass-loss history and evolutionary status
of SNe II-L progenitors because of their ejectaÏs expansion
into and collision with surrounding CSM. For example,
periodic variations in the strength of the radio Ñux from SN
1979C have been interpreted as evidence of systematic
mass-loss Ñuctuations et al. The abrupt(Weiler 1991).
decrease of the optical Ñux from SN 1957D in M83 has also
been cited as evidence of the SN envelopeÏs reaching the
outer edge of the surrounding CSM Winkler, &(Long,
Blair In addition, late-time optical detections of Type1992).
II-L events may provide an important CSM distinction
from SNe II-P et al. since no late-time(Barbon 1979),
optical emission from any SN II-P has been detected so far.
The spectral similarity among SNe II-L in the optical can
be exploited in searching for additional late-time SN II-L
objects by using Ðlters that can discriminate the broad,
high-velocity Ha line proÐles from the much narrower ones
seen in ordinary H II regions, planetary nebulae (PNs), and
evolved supernova remnants (SNRs). In this paper, we
report on the probable late-time optical recovery of SN
1985L in NGC 5033 using such a Ðlter detection and identi-
Ðcation system.
2. OBSERVATIONS
A list of potential late-time SN II-L targets was
assembled from the brightest Type II events listed in the
Asiago Supernova Catalogue Cappellaro, &(Barbon,
Turatto This list included SN 1985L, which was dis-1989).
covered in 1995 June Terebizh, & Metlova(Aksenov, 1985)
in the Sb(s) type 1 Seyfert galaxy NGC 5033 &(Sandage
Tammann & Ve ron near its1981 ; Ve ron-Cetty 1993)
maximum light (B\ 12.9 mag). Subsequent UBV light
curves indicated a Type II-L classiÐcation and little or no
optical extinction & Tsvetkov These(Kimeridze 1989).
properties, as well as a location in the less complicated
outer sections of the galaxy (70A west, 55A north from NGC
5033Ïs nucleus), made SN 1985L a high-priority candidate
for optical recovery despite a lack of reported late-time
radio emission as of early 1997.
Images of the SN 1985L site in NGC 5033 were obtained
on 1997 May 8 and 9 using a 1024 ] 1024 pixel Tektronix
CCD detector attached to the 2.4 m Hiltner Telescope at
the Michigan-Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) Observatory. This
telescope-camera system produced a Ðeld of view 4@.7
square, with pixels. Filters used included a standard0A.275
V -band Ðlter, a narrow red continuum Ðlter (j \ 7000 A ,
FWHM\ 250 a narrow Ha Ðlter (FWHM\ 30 aA ), A ),
narrow blueshifted Ha Ðlter (j \ 6510 FWHM \ 30A , A ),
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and an [O III] j5007 Ðlter (FWHM\ 30 While the HaA ).
Ðlter can be used to identify H II regions, PNs, and well-
evolved SNRs, the 6510 Ðlter is sensitive only to emission-A
line objects having broad, high-expansion ( o V oº 2000 km
s~1) Ha emission like that seen in late-time SN II spectra.
Continuum sources were rejected using V -band and 7000 A
Ðlter images. CCD images taken of the SN 1985L site
included three 1000 s frames in both the Ha and 6510 A
Ðlters ; a single 1000 s exposure in the [O III] Ðlter ; two 250 s
and two 200 s exposures taken in the 7000 red continuum
and V -band Ðlters, respectively ; and one 200 s exposure in
unÐltered light.
All images were bias-corrected, Ñat-ÐeldÈcorrected using
sky or dome Ñats, and cosmic-rayÈcleaned using IRAF soft-
ware rejection routines. Sky conditions were photometric
on both nights, with seeing between 1A and (FWHM).1A.5
As a check of the 6510 Ha Ðlter detection technique, andA
as an approximate Ñux calibration through these Ðlters, two
600 s exposures in both Ha and 6510 Ðlters were taken ofA
SN 1980K, in NGC 6946, during the run.
Follow-up low-dispersion spectra were attempted in both
1997 May and June using the Mark III spectrograph on the
2.4 m MDM telescope. However, poor sky conditions pre-
vented a positive detection of the suspected SN 1985L emis-
sion source.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Ha and 6510 images taken of NGC 5033 wereA
searched for coincident emission-line objects. Figure 1
shows the SN 1985L site in the galaxy NGC 5033, with
enlargements of the SN region in Ha, 6510 [O III], andA ,
7000 shown in A weak, pointlike source nearA Figure 2.
SN 1985LÏs reported position was detected in both the Ha
and 6510 images but not on V -band, 7000 continuum,A A
[O III], or unÐltered-light images. A search of NGC 5033
and vicinity as depicted in revealed no similar typeFigure 1
of emission-line object elsewhere in the galaxy. The objectÏs
observed Ha/6510 Ñux was measured to be 1.1^ 0.1,A
close to the 1.3^ 0.1 value observed for the broad late-time
Ha emission in SN 1980K.
The sourceÏs position, using measurements of several Ðeld
stars in the images with coordinates taken from the USNO-
A1.0 astrometric star catalog, is d \a \ 13h13m21s.81,
(J2000.0), with an uncertainty of This loca-36¡36@33A.3 0A.5.
tion places it within 1A of both SN 1985LÏs historically
reported position some 70A west and 55A north of the center
of NGC 5033 (13h13m21s.75, 36¡36@32A.7 ; Sinclair 1985 ; Van
Dyk, Hamuy, & Filippenko and the radio-detected1996)
position of SN 1985L Dyk(13h13m21s.77, 36¡36@32A.98 ; Van
et al. 1998).
FIG. 1.ÈV -band image of NGC 5033 with the region around the SN 1985L site indicated. North is up, east is to the left.
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FIG. 2.ÈFour image sections (each 100A ] 100A) centered on the SN 1985L site in NGC 5033, showing Ha, 6510 [O III] j5007, and 7000 images. TheA , A
emission-line source detected at the SN 1985L site is marked in the 6510 image. North is up, east is to the left.A
The close agreement of this source with SN 1985LÏs loca-
tion, together with its detected emission in both the Ha and
6510 Ðlters, strongly suggests that it is the opticalA
remnant of SN 1985L visible via its broad Ha emission. The
comparable Ha/6510 Ñux ratio, as seen in SN 1980K, alsoA
suggests a similarly high expansion velocity of around 5000
km s~1. The objectÏs Ha emission Ñux, as measured through
the 30 Ha Ðlter, is about 30% that of SN 1980KA Èwide
using this same Ðlter. Therefore, adopting a total Ha Ñux of
1.4] 10~15 ergs cm~2 s~1 Hurford, & Matonick(Fesen,
we estimate SN 1985LÏs total Ha Ñux at1995),
(5 ^ 1) ] 10~16 ergs cm~2 s~1.
An extensive catalog of H II regions in NGC 5033, made
using 1988 Ha images, apparently did not go sufficiently
deep to detect this faint Ha source et al.(Evans 1996). Van
Dyk et al. while investigating the association of SNe(1996),
II with massive star formation as traced by H II region
emissions, also did not report Ðnding any Ha emission coin-
cident with SN 1985LÏs reported position down to a level of
4 ] 10~16 ergs cm~2 s~1 arcsec~2 (i.e., just below our
detection value). However, the objectÏs Ñux, so close to Van
Dyk et al.Ïs surface brightness limit, coupled with the non-
negligible background continuum at the SN 1985L site
and/or poorer seeing, may explain their failure to detect the
objectÏs Ha emission.
The presence of broad Ha line emission makes SN 1985L
similar to other comparably aged Type II-L events (Fesen
et al. At a distance of 12.9 Mpc1993 ; Cappellaro 1995).
& Tsvetkov Dyk et al. SN(Kimeridze 1989 ; Van 1998),
1985LÏs estimated Ha Ñux of 5 ] 1016 ergs cm~2 s~1 means
that it has an intrinsic Ha luminosity [assuming
E(B[V ) ¹ 0.15] about equal to that seen in SN 1970G
namely, 1] 1037 ergs s~1. The lack of any(Fesen 1993),
appreciable [O III] emission (see also suggests that itFig. 2)
has a similar spectrum to that of SN 1970G. On the other
hand, SN 1985L would be about twice as luminous in Ha as
SN 1970G if it were at a distance of 18.7 Mpc, as suggested
by Tully km s~1 Mpc~1) for NGC 5033,(1988 ; H0\ 75making it more comparable to SN 1980K et al.(Fesen
1995).
In either case, SN 1985LÏs optical detection helps
strengthen the connection between late-time radio and
optical emissions et al. Spectro-(Weiler 1989 ; Fesen 1993).
scopic data on SN 1985LÏs late-time optical emission are
needed both to conÐrm its correct identiÐcation and to
compare its spectral properties with those of other old SNe
II-L. While this 12 yearÈold detection will help to map out
the optical evolution of SNe II-L between t \ 0 and t \ 25
yr, it still remains to be determined just how long SNe II-L
can remain optically bright, or how their spectra change at
1110 FESEN
t [ 25 yr.
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